TRANSFORMING GOLD FINANCING

RESPONSIBLE GOLD TRACKING SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCES LENDER’S
COUNTERPARTY RISK AND IMPROVE THE PERCEPTION OF GOLD-BACKED LENDING
Responsible Gold (XRG) is conﬂict-free and responsibly sourced gold with blockchain-based
irrefutable proof of provenance and supply chain traceability
The Responsible Gold Supply Chain Application (RG SCA) tracks the underlying physical gold as it moves
in a variety of formats from mine to reﬁnery to vault or fabricator
Blockchain participation is governed by the Responsible Gold Standards (Standards) to enhance
environmental, social and governance (ESG) monitoring and supply chain integrity
Lenders on the Blockchain have full and real-time visibility of the underlying gold at each stage of
the supply chain
Thus, lenders maintain continuous control over the underlying asset
BENEFITS TO FINANCIERS LENDING AGAINST XRG AS COMPARED TO XAU

STRONGER
TRONGER POSITION
PO
IN DISPUTE AND
CREDIT EVENTS
XRG is fully identiﬁable
from the outset and
throughout its journey.
It cannot fall into a “pooled”
arrangement like XAU
Lenders demonstrate
continuous control and
prove constructive
possession as a result of
the full segregation and
real time tracking of XRG

IMPROVED RISK

RELEASE OF FUNDS

HIGHER P&L

Lending against XRG
results in a signiﬁcant
improvement in the Risk
Weighted Asset (RWA)
treatment for both
“downstream” and
“upstream” clients
Unlike Asset Backed
Lending (ABL), the Loss
Given Default factor is
dramatically reduced
in jurisdictions that
acknowledge operational
leases as non-ﬁnancing
activities
Funds can be released as
soon as a record of the
underlying gold is
registered on the
blockchain and is made
available to a lender.

Better RWA treatment
has a direct, positive
impact on in-house
proﬁtability matrices
and risk models
In addition, internal
infrastructure
functions (Risk,
Finance, Operations,
Credit, Legal,
Compliance and Tax)
view lending
against XRG more
favourably than
lending against XAU
under their respective
risk matrices and with
respect to the overall
reputational risk to
the lending institution

ENHANCED PERCEPTION
OF PHYSICAL GOLD
BUSINESS
Together the RG SCA and
Standards assure the
provenance of the
underlying gold and
enhance supply chain
integrity with strict
monitorng of ESG practices
(including KYC / KYB, AML,
CTF, Human Rights,
environmental, labour and
social controls) throughout
its passage across the
Responsible Gold supply
chain
This minimises the
risk of inadvertent lending
against illicit gold and
improves the perception of
gold backed lending
activities amongst all
internal and external
stakeholders

XRG for Lenders

This signiﬁcantly
strengthens a lender’s
position in the event of a
dispute, a repudiation or the
occurrence of certain credit
events (payment defaults,
moratoriums,
debt restructurings, debt
governmental authority
interventions, voluntary
administrations,
bankruptcies & insolvencies)
and security enforcement.

OPTIMISED
PTIMISED RW
RWA

MINE FINANCE/ PREPAID FORWARDS
Banks advance cash to miners against future delivery of physical gold.
Funds are released only when banks have a clear ability to take title of
the gold.
The tenor of such ﬁnancing arrangement is dependent upon the risk
appetite of the bank and may range from 2 days to 10 years.
XRG effectively provides a “credit enhancement” for short-term
funding, from the day the doré leaves the mine until the day the
unallocated gold is delivered in London (within 2 days if the reﬁner is
able to buy the material or 7-10 days if the reﬁner is tolling the material
on behalf of the miner).

REFINERY PIPELINE FUNDING
Reﬁners generally buy material from miners in lieu of a loco London
unallocated credit in order to pay miners at the earliest opportunity.
Importantly, this provides clear ownership of the physical metal,
enabling reﬁners to satisfy demand for their own client franchise for
physical product.
Reﬁners each have signiﬁcant credit facilities with multiple bullion
banks, secured by all material in their plants and additional security
interest granted over other assets.
Generally, all secured creditors also enter into an intercreditor deed
or a similar arrangement.
This results in complex ﬁnancing structures due to the number of
ﬁnancial institutions involved, the size of potential indebtedness
and requirements for comprehensive security package that may
involve assets in jurisdictions with challenging legal regimes.
The RG SCA enables metal to be segregated throughout the
reﬁning process
XRG assets can therefore be carved out from the security cover
under
existing
arrangements
(subject
to
appropriate
documentation and validation with local legal opinions).
The risk to lenders is thus reduced as XRG does not form part of the
intercreditor collateral pool.
In addition, lenders do not need to be part of the intercreditor
arrangement to lend against XRG.

CONSUMER CONSIGNMENT STOCK
Wholesale jewellery distributors and other fabricators hold gold
bullion or jewellery stock without outright purchase until material is
priced by the customer or the next party in the supply chain.
Consignment stock solves two issues for a distributor: cash liquidity
and price risk.
The underlying gold is often in remote locations such as the
fabricator's plants or a third-party facility, resulting in limited visibility
for ﬁnanciers over the physical movement of the consignment stock.
While standard documentation (e.g. LBMA Consignment
Agreement) is helpful, the principal risk lies in material leaving the
consignment stock without the consignee’s knowledge.
Due to the volatility of the gold price, lenders view this type of
funding relationship as having exposure in excess of 100% of the loan
notional amount, with additional reputational risk associated with
the gold sector.
A consumer or lender in the Responsible Gold ecosystem has access
to the location of XRG on a live basis. XRG therefore cannot be moved
without being priced and paid for.
Blockchain-based smart contracts can automate the execution of
transactions.
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